Historic U.S. Post Office Protects History With Bird Netting

**Location:** Arkansas, US

**Bird Problem:** Birds were nesting above columns and in the loading dock of the historic Arkansas building.

**Product Installed:** Bird Net 2000™ Heavy Duty Netting

**Product Details:** Bird Net 2000™ is a heavy duty polyethylene netting used to block birds from unwanted areas. Bird Netting is the most efficient and effective way to prevent birds from roosting or nesting. By using Bird Net 2000™, this historic post office is guaranteed to be protected from birds nesting and roosting.

Small birds were nesting in the loading dock area leaving packages and equipment soiled.

The high profile historic building required a low profile bird deterrent.

Bird Netting was installed above columns to prevent birds from roosting or nesting.

Bird Netting was also installed to prevent birds from nesting above the loading dock.